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Manager: Alain Rigazzi

Category: 4★

Number of rooms: 167 rooms and 

suites, including a Penthouse Floor

Restaurant: The Téséo Restaurant 

and its Chef Jean-Baptiste Cassany

Meeting rooms: Seven flexible 

meeting rooms for up to 200 people 

with air conditioning, including four 

rooms with daylight. Free Wi-Fi and 

wired Internet. 

Rates: from 180 CHF at weekends 

and 300 CHF during the week for a 

Classic Room

Press contact details: Viviana Lepori 

Email : vlepori@warwickhotels.com 

 @Warwick_Buzz
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The Warwick Geneva boasts a fantastic location in the city centre, opposite Cornavin 
railway station, 300 metres from Lake Geneva, and five minutes by train from Geneva 

International Airport. The station’s shopping centre is open 7/7, and just 5 minutes’ walk 
from the hotel the Mall Manor offers numerous possibilities for indulging yourself. 

The Warwick Geneva has 167 rooms and suites decorated 
with soft and elegant colours in a warm atmosphere, 
perfect to unwind yourself.

On a business or a leisure trip, guests can enjoy a 
multitude of services, such as free Wi-Fi, tea and coffee 
making facilities, LCD screen, a Silhouette fitness centre, 
complimentary transportation throughout Geneva, etc.

The seventh floor is the most comfortable: Penthouse 
floor. It offers Penthouse rooms and suites all provided 
with pleasant private terraces with breathtaking 
panoramas of Lake Geneva, Mont Blanc, the Alps and the 
Jura moutains. Penthouse Terrace Rooms or Penthouse 
Terrace Suites; all you have to do is choose...
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When it comes to conviviality, the Téséo is the hotel’s heart: 
its bar and restaurant offer many delicious and tasty 

options to satisfy every moment of the day. 

The restaurant proposes both a refined and contemporary 
setting in which to savour the cuisine of the talented Chef 
Jean-Baptiste Cassany.

In the morning, enjoy a delicious choice of breakfasts with 
a wide selection of hot and cold meals, savoury and sweet 
treats. Those in a hurry can quickly go for a «continental» 
breakfast at the bar, consisting of a coffee, orange juice 
and pastries, bread, butter and jam.

For lunch and dinner, the Chef creates an internationally 
inspired and seasonal cuisine, a culinary experience 
guaranteed to delight every time.
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CAPACITY

 Seated rows: 200

 Classroom layout: 120

     Drinks reception: 170

Study Day: from 125 CHF 
for 20 people

Services & technical 
equipment
With their personalised service and careful attention to 
detail, the hotel staff are here to ensure that each event 
is a success. The offer is complemented by a range of 
technical equipment: free Wi-Fi, large screen video and 
overhead projector, etc. 

• Penthouse floor

• View of the lake and mountains

• Hotel location

• Fully equipped business centre

• Direct access from railway station

A team of professionals is on 

hand for your every need, and our 

Head Chef is ready to produce a 

menu specially tailored to your 

event. 
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The hotel has seven fully modular rooms, ideal for organising all types 
of professional or private events for up to 200 people. 

Real added value: 
the hotel’s terrace 
acts as an extension 
to the reception 
spaces, perfect for 
private events such 
as weddings, birthday 
parties, etc. 
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Meeting and Event Rooms in 
the heart of Geneva
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The Warwick Geneva is conveniently located close to many of Geneva’s most popular attractions. A few steps from the hotel, 

the shopping centre of Cornavin station, open 7/7, and the Mall Manor are excellent addresses at which to indulge yourself. 

For dining, multiple options for varied gastronomy are available close to the hotel. Lake Geneva and its fountain offer a 

delightful walk leading to the city’s historic centre, its museums and many shopping streets. 

The Warwick Geneva is conveniently located 
close to many of Geneva’s most popular attractions. 

WARWICK GENEVA

14 rue de Lausanne, 1201 Geneva, Switzerland

Reservations : + 41 (0) 22 716 8000 
Email : info.geneva@warwickhotels.com

www.warwickhotels.com/geneva/

 facebook.com/WarwickGeneva

 @Warwick_Buzz
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A collection of over 55 highly individual hotels and 
resorts in the upscale and luxury segment across 5 
continents, you are never too far away from locating a 
member of Warwick Hotels and Resorts (WHR). 

The Warwick Hotels and Resorts Collection attracts and 
targets the discerning and intrepid traveller who seeks 
luxurious comforts, genuine service and an authentic 
experience in a stay that makes it that much more 
memorable and unique. 

Still, feathers of the same flock fly together. At Warwick Hotels and Resorts, we have 
common features that weave the fabric of our DNA together. Mainly, these are: 

• Unique History: Whether it was once the 
stately residence of aristocrats or refuge to 
superstars, many of our hotels contributed 
in shaping the history of its city; 

• Sumptuous Suites: Coupled with stylished 
suites to the finest detail and attentive 
service, our suites are luxurious and many 
of them boast terraces;

•  Exceptional Location: From Paris to 
Geneva, New York to Bangkok, London to 
San Francisco the city centre is literally at 
our doorstep;

• Delectable Gastronomy: Michelin-starred 
restaurant and award winning bars offer 
an intimate ambience with live music and 
mouth-watering dishes.

Discover the World 
of Warwick Hotels and Resorts 
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Soon after opening its New York flagship in 1980, Warwick Hotels and Resorts 
opened its Parisian counterpart in the same year, the Warwick Paris located 

just off arguably one of the most famous avenues in the world.

An emblematic establishment of the Big Apple since 
1926, the Warwick New York was built and made 
famous by William Randolph Hearst - an American 
businessman and media tycoon in the early twentieth 
century - for the love of his life, the Hollywood actress 
Marion Davies.

Since then, the hotel continues to host famous 
celebrities and has inevitably become a mythical icon 
in Manhattan, synonymous with New York glamour 
and understated indulgence.

Background and History...

Other hotels soon followed: in Europe, the Warwick Brussels overlooking the Grand 
Place; the renowned Hôtel Westminster on Rue de la Paix in Paris - the former 
residence of the Duke of Westminster - between Opera Garnier and Place Vendôme 
and Warwick Geneva which boasts magnificent views of Mont Blanc. Across the 
Atlantic, during the same period, WHR also saw Warwick Seattle, Warwick Melrose - 
Dallas and Warwick Denver join its collection.

Concurrently, resorts were being added to The Collection in the Pacific. The success 
of its first resort, the Warwick Fiji, encouraged the growth of additional resorts within 
The Collection.

Since then, WHR has continued to grow around the world in major key destinations such 
as London in January 2017 and is today proud of its portfolio of luxury establishments 
worldwide. More information on media.warwickhotels.com
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